Human and animal cells under influence of different lighting and stimulus
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Abstract

Circadian rhythms, are the basis of homeostasis of organisms like human and other mammals. Violation of circadian rhythms leads to the development of pathological conditions and severe course of preexisting pathologies. For example some work with B16-F1O cells (B16) has shown that molecules like opsins, Circadian Locomotor Output Cycles Kaput (CLOCK) and clock genes are changed after a white light pulse (WLP). Like this, melanopsin (OPN4) and rhodopsin (OPN2) through UVA irradiation induced B16 pigmentation. Thus, heat shock reduces secreted rhodopsin expression in normal Melan-a melanocytes, while the opposite effect is found in malignant B16 cells. In both cell lines UVA radiation increases the expression of melanopsin and melanin, interfering with several clock genes, and also increasing the DNA repair enzyme xeroderma pigmentosum, complementation group A (XPA). Furthermore, B16 are more responsive to UVA radiation when compared to normal cells. Thereby, opsins are involved in animal camouflage. And their functions in humans involve different wavelengths, for example in skin the keratinocyte differentiation by (410 nm) involved cone opsins (OPN1) and rhodopsin (OPN2), like this in epidermal keratinocytes irradiation by (447 nm) accelerates closure in wound-healing and violet light (415 nm) induced hyperpigmentation. Furthermore, in B16 cell culture certain wavelengths induce proliferation or inhibition like signs of apoptosis and necrosis. Finally understanding the response of opsins and clock genes to different wavelengths in the skin, we could attribute a therapeutic of photobiomodulation (PBM) to approach various dermatological conditions, such as psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, hair growth, wound healing and tissue regeneration.
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1. Introduction

All electromagnetic radiation is quantized into photons. The visible or optical spectrum, is the portion of the electromagnetic field whose radiation is composed of photons capable of sensitizing the human eye, which corresponds a smallest piece of electromagnetic radiation. Photons can also be emitted by an unstable nucleus when it decays through some kind of nuclear decay furthermore, photons are produced whenever charged particles are accelerated. Thus, visible photons are produced by atoms when a valence electron moves from one orbital to another orbital with less energy [1]. The proteins involved in vision are rhodopsins which belong to a group of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) [2]. The opsin is the protein part of rhodopsin, this group of proteins is sensitive to light, via the retinal chromophore mainly found in the photoreceptor cells of the retina. For example, humans possess nine different opsins with some isoforms, see (table 1) [3]. In this way, there are five classical groups of opsins involved in vision three opsins are expressed in cone photoreceptor cells see (figure 1 A), mediating the conversion of a photon of light into an electrochemical signal, which determine the three colours in vision: green medium wave (OPN1MW) red long wave sensitive opsin, (OPN1LW), blue short wave opsin (OPN1SW), and also has the rhodopsin, which work under penumbra conditions expressed in rod photoreceptor cells (figure 1 A). Therefore, melanopsin (OPN4) is the opsin that functions in pupil constriction of the eyes and in circadian regulatory system. In addition to these, we have encephalopsin,
neuropsin, Retinal Pigment Epithelium-Retalin G Protein Receptor-Opsin (RPE-retinal) also known as (RGR opsin) and peropsin (RRH) [4, 5, 6]. Thus, finally we also know that opsins play an important role in taste and any form of chemical sensitivity [7] for example to detect not only light, but also thermal energy in Drosophila [8].

Table 1 (HGNC) Human Genome Organisation Gene Nomenclature Committee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HGNC ID (gene)</th>
<th>Approved symbol</th>
<th>Approved name</th>
<th>Previous symbols</th>
<th>Aliases</th>
<th>Chromosomal location</th>
<th>Number of introns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 9936</td>
<td>OPN1LW</td>
<td>opsin 1, long wave sensitive</td>
<td>CBBM, RCP, CBP</td>
<td>COD5</td>
<td>Xq28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 4206</td>
<td>OPN1MW</td>
<td>opsin 1, medium wave sensitive</td>
<td>GCP, CBBM, CBD</td>
<td>OPN1MW1, COD5</td>
<td>Xq28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 26952</td>
<td>OPN1MW2</td>
<td>opsin 1, medium wave sensitive 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xq28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 51831</td>
<td>OPN1MW3</td>
<td>opsin 1, medium wave sensitive 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xq28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 1012</td>
<td>OPN1SW</td>
<td>opsin 1, short wave sensitive</td>
<td>BCP</td>
<td>BOP, CBT</td>
<td>7q32.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 10012</td>
<td>RHO</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td>RP4</td>
<td>OPN2, CSNBA1</td>
<td>3q22.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 14007</td>
<td>OPN3</td>
<td>opsin 3</td>
<td>ECPN</td>
<td>ERO, NMO-1, encephalopsin, PPP1R116</td>
<td>1q43</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 14449</td>
<td>OPN4</td>
<td>opsin 4</td>
<td>MOP, melanopsin</td>
<td></td>
<td>10q23.2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 19992</td>
<td>OPN5</td>
<td>opsin 5</td>
<td>TMEM13</td>
<td>neuropin, dJ402H5.1</td>
<td>6p12.3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 9990</td>
<td>RGR</td>
<td>retinal G protein coupled receptor</td>
<td>RP44</td>
<td></td>
<td>10q23.1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNC 10450</td>
<td>RRH</td>
<td>retinal pigment epithelium-derived rhodopsin homolog</td>
<td></td>
<td>peropsin</td>
<td>4q25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For vision formation, in the retina an opsin molecule absorbs a photon of light, that causes a change in retinal cofactor from 11-cis-retinal isomer to all-trans-retinal isomer [9] (Figure 1 B). This change in conformation of retinal pushes against the outer opsin protein to begin a signal cascade, which result in chemical signaling sent to the brain like an electrical signal which is translated in visual perception (Figure 1 C). The retinal is cyclically re-loaded and the biochemical signal is relayed. Like this, light photons are captured by two specialized and morphologically distinct photoreceptor cells from modified neurons: nominated cones and rods that have the same molecular mechanism, then the light signal is transmitted through different cells, and finally reaching ganglion which form the optic nerve which sends signals to synapses in the region responsible for vision in the brain (Figure 1 A) [5].
To expose molecule active site GTP-bound Ga dissociates from Gβγ. Thus activated Ga binds to its effector, PDE (cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase), and activates it. PDE breaks the phosphodiester bond of cGMP producing 5′GMP, and the decrease in the concentration of cGMP causes CNG (cyclic nucleotide gated) channels to close, which creates a signal transmission by hyperpolarization of plasma membrane in rods and cones cells. The photon-activated rhodopsin is unstable so the all-trans-retinal leave the molecule. The hyperpolarization of the membrane potential of the rods and cones cell releases a neurotransmitter-mediated biochemical signal to downstream cells. The Photon signal is transmitted through different cells, and reaching ganglion which form the optic nerve to image synapses in the central nervous system [5].

While humans have three opsins for color, mice have only two opsins, known as S which detect blue/UV and M which detect green light. Thus, mouse cones produce either S-opsins, M-opsins or both. Like this, fewer than 10 percent of cone cells in mice produce just S-opsin, and these cells are essential for color vision [10].

2. Discovery of the opsins in the skin

For a long time, opsins were associated with the detection of photon radiation involving the eyes, or in specific tissues such as the pineal gland and brain of non-mammals [11, 12]. however later a new opsin was found in a skin tissue that produces melanin called melanophores of frog species *Xenopus laevis* and because of this the new opsin was called melanopsin [13]. Another relevant finding was the discovery of melanopsin mRNA in the human retinal ganglion cell layer [14] because we know that axons of this subpopulation cells project into the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), where a gene encoding a basic helix-loop-helix-PAS transcription factor known as Circadian Locomotor Output Cycles Kaput (CLOCK)( Figure 3), handle circadian oscillation by the light/dark cycle information of day and night light and dark, controlling (Figure 4) other proteins and transcription of other genes known as clock genes (Figures 3 and 4) [15]. One of the first findings of opsins in the skin was from Miyashita group [16] and Castrucci’s laboratory [17], reported the expression of rhodopsin in the immortalized murine melanocytes Melan-a, and in mouse skin, simultaneously thus confirming the findings of opsin expression and photoreception in tissues not linked to organs of visionin [18, 19]. Since when, opsins were discovered in human skin ( Figure 5) [20] its functions have been investigated, like this immunolabeling of rhodopsin-OPN2 as well as S and L/M cone opsins OPN1 were found in epidermis of human ( Figure 5) [20].Therefore, Wicks and colleagues [21] were able to confirm in human melanocytes only expression of rhodopsin, in contrast to the findings in mice [22] and human skin [23], where the OPN5 gene and protein expression were detected. However in another job, of Oncea’s laboratory [24, 21], demonstrated the presence of short wave sensitive named blue-sensitive opsin (OPN1SW), encephalopsin-OPN3 and neuropsin-OPN5 in human melanocytes and keratinocytes(Figure 5). Confirming the conspicuousness of rhodopsin transcripts in human skin, keratinocytes [25]
and hair follicles [26]. The Castrucci’s laboratory group showed the levels of mRNA by RNASeq and protein levels of melanopsin Opn4 in murine Melan-a and B16-F10 cells [27, 23], as well as confirmed the levels of mRNA of rhodopsin-Opn2, (OPN1MW) and (OPN1LW). Castrucci’s group also showed in human sun-exposed and unexposed skin the variations in levels of opsin-encoding genes rhodopsin-OPN2, encephalopsin-OPN3, melanopsin OPN4, and neuropsin-OPN5 [28, 29] (Figure 5). Thereafter, Toh and colleagues [30] found the peropsin mRNA and protein in keratinocytes of human skin. Concurrently in 2019, detected the mRNA and protein levels of OPN1, OPN2, OPN3, OPN4, and OPN5 in dermal human fibroblasts [31] (Figure 5). Then, was also demonstrated OPN4 expression in human melanocytes and keratinocytes [32]. Surprisingly, the isomerase RPE65, responsible in regeneration of 11-cis retinal from all-trans retinal has found in human keratinocytes [33].

3. Suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)

The gene responsible for making the link between light variation and the circadian cycle is melanopsin OPN4, this gene is expressed by Optic Chiasm cells, in a brain structure close to Hypothalamus (Figure 2) [4, 5, 6]. Circadian genes are expressed in specific groups of neurons in Drosophila (Figure 2 A and Figure 3 A) or located in the hypothalamus of vertebrates in a structure known as suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) (Figure 2 B and Figure 3 B). The circadian cycle is mainly controlled by transcription factors and proteins known as clock genes associated with chronotype such as period (PER), cryptochrome (CRY), brain muscle Arnt-like protein (BMAL) and the CLOCK gene which encoding a protein with domain of basic helix-loop-helix-Per-Amt-Sim (PAS) a type of transcription factor which affects both the persistence and period of circadian rhythms [34]. In Drosophila CLOK neural system make up a network of approximately 150 CLOK neurons, in several magnitude orders fewer of mammals, which still shares a similar function to vertebrate suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) located inside mammals, hypothalamus (Figure 2 A) [35, 36 37]. Thus in mammals the (SCN) is the central oscillator (Figure 2 B) responsible for controlling the temporal expression of clock genes and CLOK-controlled genes (CCG) in peripheral tissues, and ultimately align the entire organism under a single timing [38, 39, 40]. The cycle of light and dark (LD) is the most important environmental stopwatch timer, of cycle known as zeitgeber synchronizer, in mammals. So the data generated is interpreted by a subset of retinal ganglion cells, that express melanopsin OPN4 into electrical stimuli which reach the SCN through the retinohypothalamic synapses, and entrain in SCN [15, 41]. The CLOCK genes was first reported in isolated mammalian fibroblasts in 1998 [42], and two years later in human skin [43]. In 1997 the CLOCK gene was first identified by Joseph Takahashi group. Takahashi used mice treated with N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea as a mutagen to create and identify mutations in key genes that largely affect circadian activity [44, 45]. The mice mutants CLOCK sequence discovered through the screen displayed an abnormally long period of daily activity. Thus, this trait proved to be heritable and heterozygous mice showed longer periods of 24.4 hours compared to the control 23.3 hour period. Withal, mice homozygous for the mutation showed a long period of 27.3 hours, and lost all circadian rhythmicity after several days in constant darkness. So, this discovery showed that "CLOCK genes" are necessary for normal mammalian circadian rhythm [46]. To obtain the data of light and dark, the SCN located in hypothalamus receives afferent neural synapses from the retina through the retinohypothalamic tract (Figure 2 B) [47]. Thus, the neural synapses of the SCN send efferent projections to other parts of the brain, such as the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), medial preoptic area, dorsomedial nucleus in region of the hypothalamus and the pineal gland, to transfer timing information and to regulate secretion of pituitary hormones and melatonin, as well as to control sleep, food intake and body temperature [44, 48].

CLOCK protein has been found to play a central role as a transcription factor in the circadian cycle mechanism. [49, 50] In Drosophila, before entering the nucleus the newly synthesized CLOCK is hypophosphorylated in the cytoplasm (Figure 3 A). Once in the nuclei, CLOCK is localized in nuclear foci and is later homogeneously redistributed. Another transcription factor that dimerizes with CLOCK is called CYCLE (CYC) in Drosophila (Figure 3 A) and in mammals also known as brain–muscle–arnt-like protein 1 (BMAL1), which belong to the basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH)–PER–ARNT–SIM (PAS) superfamily of transcription factors ortholog (Figure 3 B) thus BMAL1 dimerizes with CYCLE via their respective PAS domains (Figure 3). Then this dimer recruits co-activator CREB-binding protein (CBP) and is further phosphorylated [51]. In Drosophila, this CLOCK-CYC complex once phosphorylated binds to the E-box elements of the promoters of period (PER) and timeless (TIM) via its basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain, causing the stimulation of gene expression of PER and TIM. A large molar excess of period (PER) and timeless (TIM) proteins causes a negative feedback by formation of the PER-TIM heterodimer which prevents the CLOCK -CYC heterodimer by blocking the primary transcript to binding in the E-boxes of PER and TIM (Figure 3 A) [52].
Figure 2 (A) The circadian cluster neurons in the Lobes of Drosophila melanogaster. The neural synapse system with the CLOCK genes consists of Lateral Neurons (s-LNvs, 5th-LN, l-LNvs, LNds, and LPNs) which are highly connected with the neurites of Dorsal Neurons (DN1as, DN1ps, DN2s, DN3s). Many of them project axons into the dorsal protocerebrum including the neurosecretory centers in the pars intercerebralis (PI) and pars lateralis (PL)) as well as into the accessory medulla (AME) of both hemispheres [49]. (B) Illustration of the human brain showing the Cerebral Cortex, the Suprachiasmatic Nucleus, the Optic Chiasm, the Hypothalamus and the Pineal Gland.

Figure 3 The circadian oscillator mechanisms from flies and mice. (A-B) Models depicting the regulatory interactions within the (A) Drosophila and (B) mouse feedback loops. Arrows indicate positive regulation and lines ending in bars denote negative regulation. Gene symbols are as described in the text. The ‘P’ on Per and mPer represents phosphorylation due to Dbt/CK1ε. The lightning bolt represents light acting on Drosophila Cry mouse per orthologs (mPer). An E-box (enhancer box) is a DNA response element [50].

When double time (DBT) kinase interacts with complex CLOCK-CYC acts phosphorylating CLOCK through a PER-dependent interaction, and both are phosphorylated destabilizing CLOCK and PER, what causes degradation of both proteins in the ubiquitin proteasome pathway (Figure 3 A) [52, 53]. Thus, after Hypophosphorylated the levels of CLOCK increase, allowing CLOCK to enter in cell nucleus to act as transcription factor in E-boxes of PER and TIM and activates their transcription once again [52]. This cycle of post-translational phosphorylation imply that temporal phosphorylation of CLOCK acts in the circadian timing mechanism of CLOCK [51]. In mice there is a similar cycle which BMAL1 dimerizes with CLOCK to activate PER and cryptochrome (CRY) transcription (Figure 3 B) [51,52]. Thereby, PER and CRY proteins form a heterodimer which acts on the CLOCK:BMAL heterodimer as negative feedback in transcription of PER and CRY (Figure 3). The heterodimer CLOCK:BMAL1 functions similarly to other transcriptional activator complexes; CLOCK:BMAL1 interacts with the E-box regulatory elements[34]. During the day PER is phosphorylated by CRY, which allows it interacting with Double-Time (DBT)/Casein Kinase 1 ε (CK1 ε), a protein kinase that destabilizes cytoplasmic PER while TIM increases (Figures 3 and 4). Thus CK1 ε are essential components of one feedback loop in the Drosophila circadian CLOCK, PER and TIM by physically interact. Co-expression of PER and TIM promotes their
nuclear accumulation and influences the activity of DBT: although DBT phosphorylates and destabilizes PER, this is suppressed by TIM (Figure 3) [54]. Through the analysis of crystallography has been confirmed that PER and CRY proteins accumulate and dimerize during subjective night, and translocate into the nucleus to inhibiting by directly interact with CLOCK:BMAL1 complex, by negative feedback their own expression (Figure 4) [55].

Figure 4 Molecular control by suprachiasmatic nucleus of the zeitgeber timing system. During the light phase BMAL1 and CLOCK are active as transcription factors linked to their respective E-BOX and during the night their products CRY and PER act, and finally degraded by ubiquitin during the new light phase. Legend: (BMAL) brain and muscle Arnt-like protein; (CLOCK), circadian locomotor output cycles kaput; (CRY), cryptochrome; (PER), period; and SCN, suprachiasmatic nucleus [56].

4. CLOCK genes in skin

Experimental findings have shown that clock genes are not expressed exclusively in the SCN of the brain but also in epithelial tissue and in other organs constituting the peripheral clocks. The human clock genes hCLOCK, hTIM, hPER, hCRY, and hBMAL are expressed in skin, with a circadian profile consistent with that found in the suprachiasmatic nuclei and the peripheral tissues of rodents. For example hPER, hCRY, hCLOCK and hBMAL have a rhythmic expression, peaking early in the morning, in late afternoon, and at night (Figure 4) [56, 57]. Thus, there are studies that investigate the effect of different types of stimulus on the regulation of clock genes expression in murine and human skin, like for example the white light stimulus (Table 2 ) [58, 59, 60]. The important role of clock genes has been reported in pigmentation regulation of skin [61], likewise has been proposed that the skin cells, for example keratinocytes, fibroblasts, and melanocytes display distinct clock machineries which comprise a local circadian system in epithelial tissue [58, 61].

Like this, the skin contains local circadian systems that regulate manifold processes in a mold dependent of time [58, 62] for example, skin barrier protection temperature, water loss, and pH [63, 64]. Another important protein of the skin that displays a circadian feature is DNA repair: xeroderma pigmentosum, complementation group A (XPA), [65] activation of the DNA repair pathway enzyme, oscillates in nice skin [66]. Is also known that oxidative phosphorylation in S-phase of the cellular cycle is another important CLOCK regulated event in the skin. Interestingly, when (BMAL) is specifically deleted in keratinocytes, the time dependent cell division is lost, a fact that, cause a constitutively elevated cell proliferation [67, 68]; Thus, we can associate the importance of clock genes with the regulation of the cell cycle.
5. Characteristic of B16 and Melan-a cells under influence of different lights and stimulus

For example, the effects of wavelengths belonging to visible spectrum on B16 cells depend on intensity and exposure time; in addition factors such chemical composition of the culture medium and characteristics of the cell lineage also be taken into account. Thus, scientific findings have already demonstrated that B16 under low dosage of light regime preserve characteristic of this tumor like intact tissue safe junctions, functionally active cells with highly irregular nuclei, developed organelles and a relatively low content of melanin. But in contrast the B16 melanoma tissue structure and the ultrastructure under the action of high constant lighting exhibits accelerated growth, increased melanin levels, as significant number of cells in the state of apoptosis and necrosis, like signs of embryonization with background of adaptation to oxygen deficiency [69]. For example, the mice genes, tyrosinase (tyr) [28, 70], solute carrier family 45 member 2 (SLC45A2) [28, 71] solute carrier family 24 member 5 (SLC24A5) [28, 72] melanopsin, (OPN4) and, rhodopsin, (OPN2) have been identified with particular role in the production of melanin in B16-F10 and Melan-a cells (Table 2) [27, 28, 73]. As soon, experimental probes in B16-F10 cells have shown that twenty-four hours after the white light pulse (WLP) the OPN4 protein was found in the cell membrane. So, in cells that were kept in constant dark (DD) the OPN4 protein was found in a small area capping the cell nuclei [27]. When compared to Melan-a the B16-F10 cells expressed less mRNA of OPN2 and OPN4 genes, however data imply that B16-F10 are more photoresponsive. Was also found that in B16-F10 cells CLOCK gene is severely downregulated when compared to Melan-a cells, and the expression levels of mRNA PER1, PER2, and BMAL1 are increased in B16-F10 cells in response to WLP (Table 3). Although no response in CLOCK gene expression to WLP was observed in Melan-a cells, (Table 3); therefore this data suggest a minor gene correlational by effect of WLP [27]. Thus, in contrast to opsins and clock genes, melanogenesis is significantly upregulated in malignant melanocytes in comparison to Melan-a cells. Like this tyrosinase expression increased after WLP only in B16-F10 cells; however no statistical increase was observed in melanin content after WLP in either cell line (Table 3) [27]. Like this Melan-a and B16-F10 cells express Opn2, Opn4, and S-opsin (Table 3) but not M-opsin and Opn5 [27]. For example, thermal shock is also a factor that influences in genetic expression, thus was demonstrated that a heat shock increases the levels of OPN2 mRNA in B16-F10 and has been a reduction in levels of OPN2 gene in normal Melan-a cells (Table 3). Like this, in both cell lines, the UVA radiation increases the expression of OPN4 mRNA (Table 3) and melanin content, (table 2). We also know that mRNA expression of clock genes and DNA repair XPA, in malignant melanocytes are more responsive by UVA radiation when in comparison Melan-a cells (Table 3). But an interesting fact is that most effects of UVA are antagonized by heat shock, (table 2 and Table 3) [68].

Has also been demonstrated that UVA in a dose of (4.4 kJ/m2) leads to a phenomenon called immediate pigment darkening (IPD) in B16-F10 and Melan-a cells (table 2). Thus the OPN2 and OPN4 work like a sensor of UVA, because the ability of UVA induce IPD was fully abolished when OPN4 was pharmacologically inhibited by AA92593 or when OPN2 and OPN4 were knocked down by siRNA or knockout in OPN4 in both cell lines (table 2) [74]. The data, however, demonstrate that UVA-induced IPD is not dependent of a classical OPN4 pathway phospholipase C/protein kinase C pathway, in either cell line [74]. Despite what, in both cell types the intracellular calcium signal is necessary for IPD induced by UVA; as the involvement of calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMK II), whose inhibition, abolished the UVA-induced IPD (table 2). Thereby an inhibition of either nitric oxide synthase NOS or soluble guanylyl cyclase sGC abolished the UVA-induced IPD by the way that involves the CAMK II, (NOS), (sGC) and Cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) (table 2) [28]. Like this, has been demonstrated that OPN2 and OPN4 participate together in the induction of IPD by UVA in B16-F10 and Melan-a cells through a conserved common pathway. Another important verification is the fact that after knockdown of OPN2 or OPN4, the IPD induced by UVA is completely lost, which suggests that both opsins are required and cooperatively in IPD signal in both B16-F10 and Melan-a mice cell (table 2) [28].

Thus, was investigated the effects of the tumor in a non-metastatic melanoma model observing the characteristics of tumor in micro-environment (TME) and macro-environments (TMAe). Therefore, in C57BL/6j mice inoculated with B16 cells, was found that presence of localized tumor depress the biological clock of tumor-adjacent skin and afflicted the oscillatory expression of genes involved in light, thermo-reception, proliferation, melanogenesis, and DNA repair. In this way, was found what the expression of tumor molecular clock was significantly reduced but still displayed an oscillary profile compared to healthy skin [29]. Another important finding is fact that molecular clocks of lungs and liver (common sites of metastasis), and the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) were significantly affected by tumor presence, which entailed a chronodisruption in each organ. Thereby, generally the presence of non-metastatic melanoma significantly debilitates the biological clocks of organism [29]. In skin the melanosin (OPN4) has the function of detects temperature and UVA radiation. Thus to evaluate the interaction between OPN4 and UVA radiation in B16-F10 as well as in Melan-a. Knockout cells (OPN4KO) as with as intact gene (OPN4WT) has been carried out, an experiment where the melanocytes was exposed to three daily doses (total 13.2 kJ/m2) of UVA radiation. The UVA radiation led to a reduction of proliferation in both OPN4WT cell lines; however, only in melanoma cells this effect was associated with increased cell death by apoptosis. Like this, was verified that the daily stimulus by UVA induced a persistent pigment darkening (PPD) in both OPN4WT cell lines (Table 2). However in the lineages which the gene OPN4 was knocked out, all UVA-
induced effects were lost. Was also verified in OPN4WT cells that PER1 gene was reduced after radiations by UVA (Table 3).

**Table 2** Factors that influence melanin production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors that influence in melanin production</th>
<th>B16-F10 stimulus</th>
<th>Melan-a stimulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cells</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA92593, melanopsin antagonist</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adenyl cyclase activator Forskolin</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adenyl cyclase inhibitor, SQ22536</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcium/calmodulin kinase II inhibitor, KN-93</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcium chelator, BAPTA-AM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guanylyl cyclase inhibitor, ODQ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-tyrosine</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitric oxide synthase inhibitor, L-NAME</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phospholipase inhibitor, U-73122</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein kinase C inhibitor, RO 31-8220</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gene Knockout</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melanopsin, OPN4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhodopsin, OPN2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solute carrier family 45 member 2, SLC45A2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solute carrier family 24 member 5, SLC24A5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tyrosinase, Tyr</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light environment</strong> and <strong>and</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant dark</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat shock</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVA radiation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white light pulse (WLP)</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Increase tendency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**
Table 3 Rhodopsins and clock genes in B16 and Melan-a cells under influence of different lighting.

| Rhodopsins and clock genes in B16 and Melan-a cells under influence of different lighting |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| B16-F10 genes                  | Lights mRNA stimulus            | Melan-a genes                   | Lights mRNA stimulus            |
|                                 | Dark                            | White light                     | Heat shock                      |
| BMAL1                          | down                            | raise                           | raise                           |
| CLOC                           | down                            | raise                           | raise                           |
| KCRY1                          | down                            | no variations                   | no data                         |
| PER1                           | down                            | raise                           | no variations                   |
| PER2                           | down                            | no data                         | no variations                   |
| Mice OPN2                      | no variations                   | down                            | raise                           |
| Mice IPN4                      | no variations                   | raise                           | raise                           |
| Mice Opsin S-Opin              | no variations                   | no variations                   | no variations                   |
| MITF                           | no variations                   | no data                         | no data                         |
| Tyrosinase                     | no variations                   | raise                           | no data                         |
| XPA                            | no variations                   | no data                         | raise                           |

But in the opposite way OPN4KO melanocytes and melanoma cells, showed an acute increase of PER1 expression immediately after UVA stimulus (Table 4). Also was found that OPN4 expression is downregulated in human melanoma compared to normal skin. Thus interestingly, metastatic melanomas with low expression of OPN4 present increased expression of BMAL1 and longer overall survival [75]. The skin melanocytes possess a complex photosensitive system comprised of opsins, which display light and thermo-independent responsive functions. Like this, has been investigated whether melanopsin, OPN4, displays such function in normal melanocytes, consequently was found that murine OPN4KO melanocytes displayed a faster proliferation rate compared to OPN4WT melanocytes, thus the cell cycle population analysis demonstrated that OPN4KO melanocytes exhibited a faster cell cycle progression with reduced G0-G1, and highly increased S and slightly increased G2/M cell populations compared to the OPN4WT counterparts. The alterations exhibited by OPN4KO in expression of specific cell cycle-related genes promotes in these cells a faster cell cycle progression. Was also found a significant modification in gene and protein expression levels of important regulators of Melan-a cell physiology. For example, the protein level of PER1 was higher while BMAL1 decreased in OPN4KO Melan-a compared to OPN4WT cells (Table 4).

Another interesting fact is the gene expression of microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF) was upregulated in OPN4KO melanocytes, which is in line with a greater proliferative capability. Like this, was demonstrated that OPN4 regulates cell proliferation, cell cycle, and affects the expression of several important factors of the melanocyte physiology [74]. In this way was also shown that OPN4KO Melan-a cell display independent roles like light, thermal response and faster proliferation by interference in cell cycle progression of murine melanocytes [74, 75].
Table 4 Rhodopsins and clock genes in B16 OPN4KO and Melan-a cells OPN4KO under different lights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>B16-OPN4KO</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Melan-a OPN4KO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMAL1</td>
<td>raise</td>
<td>BMAL1</td>
<td>down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOC</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>CLOC</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCRY1</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>KCRY1</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER1</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>PER1</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER2</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>PER2</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mice OPN2</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>Mice OPN2</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mice S-Opsin</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>Mice S-Opsin</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITF</td>
<td>down</td>
<td>MITF</td>
<td>raise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosinase</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>Tyrosinase</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPA</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>XPA</td>
<td>no variations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By use of Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) to knock out the OPN4 gene in B16-F10 cells was evaluated the putative role of OPN4 in the carcinogenic process of melanoma investigating how the absence of OPN4 in tumor cells would affect the development and progression of melanoma in a murine model using OPN4KO cells [74]. Thus, was verified that in B16-F10 cells the absence of OPN4 results in a slower tumor growth and increased immune cell infiltration in the tumor microenvironment (TME) and consequently was demonstrated that OPN4 can act as an oncogene in murine melanoma B16-F10 cells [76].

6. The role of opsins in animal and human skin

For instance, humans do not have the ability to camouflage for survival (Figure 5) as frogs (Figure 6). Like this, the main functions of opsins in human and animal skin are response to light, temperature variation and sensitivity. Nevertheless, a wide range of opsins is expressed throughout different cell types in skin for example: keratinocytes, melanocytes, dermal fibroblasts, and hair follicle cells (Figure 5). Thus, expression of visual opsins, cone opsin (OPN1) and rhodopsin (OPN2), in human culture of facial skin and normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs) suggested that OPN2 could be involved in the regulation of keratinocyte differentiation by verification that (410 nm) irradiation of light violet decreases keratinocyte differentiation markers with an increase in OPN2 expression [20, 77]. In addition, two other opsins the OPN3 and OPN5 were also identified in keratinocytes derived from neonatal foreskin [24]. Also was identified in human skin and in NHEKs cultures a type of tetraopsin known by the name of peropsin (RRH) (Table 1), despite RRH had previously identified in cells of the eye on retinal pigmented epithelial (RPE) [30]. Like this was reported that irradiation of cultured keratinocytes with violet light (380 nm) increase Ca2+ transients dependent of the all-trans-retinal ligand, suggesting that RRH may contribute to the phototransduction of violet light in keratinocytes. The spectral sensitivity of RRH is unknown, but neuropsin and retinal G protein–coupled receptor opsins (RGR), have peak absorption at 380 and 470 nm, respectively [78]. The expression of OPN1-SW, OPN3, and OPN5 was confirmed in epidermal keratinocytes of human facial and abdominal skin (Figure 5) and showed that irradiation with blue light (447 nm) accelerates closure in wound-healing model in ex vivo experiment [79].
In cultured human epidermal melanocytes (HEMs) has been identified the expression of OPN2 in addition to reported that UV irradiation induces calcium influx and melanin production [21]. In this way it was proposed that melanin synthesis occurs in same pathway, mechanism of visual phototransduction in retina via calcium-mediated Gαq/11 [80]. Consequently was detected three other opsins OPN1-SW, OPN3, and OPN5 in cultured normal human melanocytes (NHMs), although OPN2 and OPN3 were expressed most abundantly (Figure 5)[24]. Scientific findings demonstrated that opsins, principally encephalopsin (OPN3), have regulatory functions in cellular biology in addition to light or thermal sensors. As soon, OPN3 acts as a negative regulator of melanogenesis through an interaction with melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R) [81] and participates in apoptotic processes of human melanocytes [82]. Therefore, has been proposed that OPN3 is a key receptor responsible for visible light-because violet light irradiation (415 nm) induced hyperpigmentation in cultured NHMs by pathway of calcium-dependent microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF). Whereas the silencing OPN3 annulled the violet light effect [83]. In this way, has been suggested that OPN3 might play a key role in the regulation of melanogenesis, [81]. Thus has been proposed different mechanism of OPN3 action like for example as a negative modulator via coupling to Gαi pathway of melanin production, which inhibits melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R)-mediated Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response.

Another find reported that OPN3 is a key receptor responsible for survival of human epidermal melanocytes [82]. Thus, the downregulation of OPN3 reduces the intracellular calcium level and triggers the conventional mitochondria apoptosis pathway. The evidence supports the expression of several opsin types in human melanocytes with OPN3 being most abundantly expressed [77].

Like this, many reports of positive effects on hair growth by photobiomodulation is attributed to presence of opsins in the hair follicle stem cells (PBM) [77, 84]. For example, OPN2 and OPN3 was detected in anagen hair follicles (Figure 5) and demonstrated that blue light (453 nm), which corresponds to the absorption spectra of OPN3, prolongs anagen hair growth phase. In contrast, red light did not affect hair growth and silencing OPN3 cancels the stimulatory effects of blue light [26]. Thus, there is few evidence on the functional role of opsin in hair follicle cells. And for example elucidating this mechanism will open new door for utilization of light therapy in alopecia.

Was identified the expression of OPN1-SW, OPN2, and OPN3 in culture of dermal fibroblasts from human facial and abdominal skin tissue [79] (Figure 5). Although the function of these options is still not fully elucidated, it is believed that they are involved in cell proliferation by the antiproliferative effect of blue light (450-490 nm) on fibroblasts in vitro, thus that opsins might be involved in the regulation of cell proliferation [85, 86, 87]. The modulation of dermal fibroblasts by blue light has the potential for the treatment of hypertrophic scarring, such as keloids and other fibrotic skin diseases, and the role of opsins in fibroblasts is worthy of further investigations. [88].
Furthermore, there is evidence that OPN3 is the key sensor responsible for upregulating matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), and in dermal fibroblasts exposed to (UVA) the upregulate of matrix contributes to the skin aging. It has been well known that chronic exposure to UVA radiation induces an increase in MMPs, which leads to the degradation of fibrous connective tissue and skin photoaging. Like this was found five opsins, OPN1-OPN5, in normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs) by qPCR and Western blot analysis, as well as was verified that exposure to UVA particularly increased the expression level of OPN3 and triggered the phototransduction and the expression of MMPs [77].

Biological evidence of dermal opsins found in nonhuman animals support that several dermal opsins mediate dispersed photoreception across the body surface and allow the animals to instantly respond to changes in irradiation of local surrounding [77, 89]. In animals that face a constant threat of predators, dermal photoreception allows them to move away from potential danger, by camouflage or shadow reflex, and control circadian rhythms (Figure 6) [13, 90].

For example, the (OPN4) in dermal melanophores of frogs (Xenopus laevis, Chordata) [13, 90, 91] probably works like a molecular mechanism of light-detecting responsible for melanosome migration, and synthesis of various pigments which enables frogs to change their skin colors and avoid of predators (Figure 6) [13,91,92,93]. In this way, the animal’s skin cells detect the wavelengths present in the environment and respond by producing pigments which mixed in skin reflect the environmental colors around the animal (Figure 6). However, which opsins are involved in this process requires further investigation [93].

Opsins have been involved in different proposed models, to explain the mechanisms of pigments from organelles called melanosomes in melanocytes to superficial skin or integument (colored) (Figure 6). Figure 6 shows the cytophagocytosis of melanoocyte dendrites; fusion of melanoocyte in integument cells membranes; shedding of melanosome-laden globules by melanocytes; and exocytosis/phagocytosis of the melanin core. These are the main mechanisms of production of colours in feathers and skin (fish, reptile and amphibian) (Figure 6), produced predominantly by red or yellow pigments in epidermis (Figure 6). Like this, the OPN4 is a light-sensing receptor which mediates melanosome migration, showed by molecular components of OPN4 signaling pathway that were found in cultured dermal melanophores of Xenopus. And light increases the intracellular level of inositol trisphosphate and activity of phospholipase C in dermal melanophores during the melanosome migration, suggesting that OPN4 is the key sensor mediating melanosome dispersion in Xenopus [92,93].

![Figure 6 Mechanisms of pigments from melanosomes in melanocytes to superficial skin or integument. The colors show the cytophagocytosis of melanoocyte dendrites; fusion of melanoocyte in integument cells membranes; shedding of melanosome-laden globules by melanocytes; and exocytosis/phagocytosis of the melanin core. In feathers and skin (fish, reptile and amphibian), produced predominantly by red or yellow pigments in epidermis.](image)

7. Discussion

Thus, by understanding the function of opsins in the skin, we could attribute a therapeutic of photobiomodulation (PBM) to approach various dermatological conditions, such as psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, hair growth, wound healing and
tissue regeneration [94, 95, 96]. For example, each opsin has distinct absorption spectra and signaling transduction, thus optimization of light therapy to each opsin is important for adapt and maximize the benefit of PBM for medical treatments [77]. The opsins are important for the camouflage of animals that mimic the environment by changing the color of their skin. Like this, the OPN4 in dermal melanophores of frog identify the light, promoting the migration of melanosome, to enables the amphibian modify skin color [13].

Thus, many studies have supported the existence of skin photosensors across different species suggesting the influence of opsins on behavior especially on the circadian cycle in addition to electrochemical communication and maintain the body temperature. Thereby, most studies supported the existence of dermal photosensitivity through animal behavior and physiology. For example studies demonstrated that opsins are involved in various physiological processes of the skin, including wound healing, melanogenesis, photoaging, and hair growth [79, 81].

Thereby, many studies have been performed on cultured skin cells, which might not display the exact morphological and physiological properties of native tissue in vivo. For example cultured cells like B16 and Melan-a after multiple passages alter their specific phenotypes. Therefore, it’s hard to correlate the data with animal tissue. As soon research in dermal opsins has great potentials for advancing the clinical applications of PBM. The application of light therapy to clinical cases owing to the advantages of a cost-effective and noninvasive approach. Thus, to maximize the benefit of light therapy, is important to understand the underlying mechanisms of opsins in physiological processes in skin to define the light parameters that elicit such responses. For example studies, has demonstrated the stimulatory effect on hair follicle stem cells and melanocytes with specific wavelengths of light irradiation, like this PBM could be a new promising treatment for hair loss and skin pigmentation disorders [26, 81, 95, 96, 97].

8. Conclusion
Finally, the mechanistic role of opsins in the skin, can be understanding in future investigations using in vitro treatments with different cell types and knockout mice as tool to confirm the therapeutic of PBM. As soon, optimization of light exposure time, wavelength, intensity, and treatment interval will meliorate the clinical application of PBM. Thus, a deeper understanding of BPM treatment in different models of PBM still requires a understanding of biochemical processes, as soon current literature which supports that PMB is a promising therapeutic modality in clinical dermatology and skin aging.
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